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Abstract
A digraph is said to be highly arc transitive if its automorphism group acts transitively on the
set of s-arcs for all s¿ 0. The set of descendants of a directed line is de.ned as the set of all
vertices that can be reached by a directed path from some vertex in the line. The structure of
the subdigraph in a locally .nite highly arc transitive digraph spanned by the set of descendants
of a line is described and this knowledge is used to answer a question of Cameron, Praeger and
Wormald. In addition another question of Cameron, Praeger and Wormald is settled. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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A digraph D consists of a set VD of vertices and a set ED ⊆ VD × VD of arcs.
An s-arc in a digraph D is a sequence v0; v1; : : : ; vs of vertices such that (vi; vi+1) is
an arc in D for i=0; : : : ; s − 1. (An s-arc is also called a directed path of length s.)
A digraph D is said to be s-arc transitive if Aut(D) acts transitively on the set of
s-arcs. A highly arc transitive digraph is a digraph that is s-arc transitive for every
s¿ 0.
In [1], Cameron et al. investigate highly arc transitive digraphs, construct various
examples and pose several problems about highly arc transitive digraphs. Some of these
problems have already been solved; see the papers by Evans [3], Malni@c et al. [6], and
Praeger [10].
The set of descendants of a vertex v in a digraph D is de.ned as the set of all those
vertices that can be reached from v by a directed path. A directed line in a digraph
is de.ned as a two way in.nite sequence : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; v2; : : : such that (vi; vi+1) is
an arc for every i∈Z. The set of descendants of a line is the union of the sets of
descendants of the vertices in the line. In this note, we look at the subdigraph spanned
by the descendants of a directed line. The main result (Theorem 1 in Section 2) has
a technical Aavour and says that this subdigraph bears a close relationship to a tree.
Very surprisingly, this theorem can be applied in the theory of topological groups, see
[9]. Using the analysis in Section 3 of the descendant subdigraph of a directed line, it
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is possible to answer Question 3.8 from [1]. In the .nal section Conjecture 3.3 from
[1] is settled. The counterexample presented is not based on the previous sections in
the paper.
1. Preliminaries
It is often convenient to think of a digraph D as an undirected graph by just forgetting
the directions of the arcs in D. Various constructions and de.nitions phrased in the
terms of undirected graphs then have meaning for directed graphs. If there is no danger
of confusion we say that D has the relevant graph theoretical property. In particular,
we say a digraph D is connected if the corresponding undirected graph is connected.
For a vertex v in D, de.ne inD(v) as the set {u∈VD | (u; v)∈ED} and outD(v)
is de.ned as the set {u∈VD | (v; u)∈ED}. The cardinality of inD(v) is called the
in-valency of v and the cardinality of outD(v) is the out-valency of v. We say D is
locally 0nite if for every v∈VD both the out-valency and the in-valency of v are .nite.
2. Descendants of a line
Before starting our investigation we recall two useful facts. The .rst one is well
known, but I have been unable to locate a proof, so a sketch of a proof is included.
Lemma 1. If D is an in0nite locally 0nite highly arc transitive digraph then Aut(D)
is transitive on the set of directed lines. Furthermore; if L= : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; v2; : : : is a
directed line in D then there exists; for every k ∈Z; an element g∈Aut(D) such that
g(vi)= vi+k for all i∈Z.
Proof (Sketch). Perhaps the most natural way to prove this is to introduce a topol-
ogy on Aut(D) (see [11]). Think of VD as having the discrete topology and put the
topology of pointwise convergence on Aut(D). This will make Aut(D) into a locally
compact topological group. In this topology, the stabiliser of a vertex v, the subgroup
Aut(D)v = {g∈Aut(D) | g(v)= v}, is compact. We want to .nd an element in Aut(D)
that moves a given directed line L= : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; v2; : : : to some other given directed
line L′= : : : ; u−1; u0; u1; u2; : : : . For each n¿ 0 there is an element gn in Aut(D) such
that gn(vi)= ui for all i such that |i|6 n. The sequence {gn} is contained in the com-
pact subset g0Aut(D)v0 of Aut(D). Hence, the sequence {gn} will have an accumulation
point g and then g(L)=L′.
Lemma 2 (Cameron et al. [1, Proposition 3:10]). Let D be a connected highly arc
transitive digraph with 0nite out-valency. Suppose also that D is not a directed cycle.
If v and u are vertices in D and there is a directed path in D from v to u of length n;
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then all directed paths from v to u have length n. In particular; there are no directed
cycles in D.
Denition 1. Let D be a digraph. For a vertex v in D the set of descendants of v is
the set of all vertices u such that D contains a directed path from v to u. This set is
denoted by desc(v). If A ⊆ VD then de.ne
desc(A)=
⋃
v∈A
desc(v):
For a vertex v, de.ne desck(v) as the set of vertices in desc(v) such that the shortest
directed path from v has length k.
We are going to use this concept primarily when the set A is a directed line. In this
special case the subdigraph spanned by desc(A) has several nice properties. A locally
.nite graph is said to have more than one end if there is a .nite set of edges so
that if these edges are removed then the resulting graph has more than one in.nite
component.
Lemma 3. Let D be a locally 0nite in0nite highly arc transitive digraph. Suppose L
is a directed line : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; v2; : : : in D. Denote by F the subdigraph of D spanned
by desc(L). Then
(i) outF(v)= outD(v) for all v∈F ;
(ii) F is highly arc transitive;
(iii) the undirected graph corresponding to F has more than one end.
Proof. Note that if a vertex u in D is contained in desc(vi) then u is also contained
in desc(vj) for every j¡ i.
(i) Obviously outF(v) ⊆ outD(v). Clearly, if v∈ desc(vi) and (v; u)∈ED (that is,
u∈ outD(v)) then u is also in desc(vi). Therefore u∈VF . Thus outF(v)= outD(v).
(ii) Suppose L′= : : : ; u−1; u0; u1; u2; : : : is a directed line in D and there is some
number n0 such that ui = vi for every i6 n0. Since
desc(L′)=
⋃
i∈Z
desc(ui)=
⋃
i6n0
desc(ui)=
⋃
i6n0
desc(vi)=
⋃
i∈Z
desc(vi)= desc(L);
we see that if g∈Aut(D) and g(L)=L′, then g(desc(L))= desc(L′)= desc(L). Since
g(desc(L))= desc(L) one can therefore think of g|F as an element of Aut(F). Suppose
u1; : : : ; uk and w1; : : : ; wk are two k-arcs in F . There is some number i such that there
are directed paths from vi to both u1 and w1. We can use this to incorporate the two
k-arcs u1; : : : ; uk and w1; : : : ; wk into directed lines L1 and L2, respectively, so that both
of them include : : : ; vi−1; vi. By Lemma 1 there is an element g∈Aut(D) such that
g(L1)=L2 and g(u1)=w1. Now g maps the k-arc u1; : : : ; uk to the k-arc w1; : : : ; wk
and, as described above, the restriction of g to F can be regarded as an element of
Aut(F). Thus F is a highly arc transitive digraph.
(iii) We are to show that there is a .nite set of arcs in F , such that if these arcs
are removed, then the rest of F has at least two in.nite components. Let v′ be a
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vertex in F . Since inF(v′) is .nite there clearly is some number i such that inF(v′) ⊆
desc(vi). Let k be the minimum length of a directed path from vi to v′. Making use of
arc transitivity we conclude that if v∈ desck(v0) then there is an element g∈Aut(F)
such that g(vi)= v0 and g(v′)= v. Therefore we see that if (u; v) is an arc in F (i.e.
u∈ inF(v)) then u∈ desc(v0). More precisely, u∈ desck−1(v0). This is so because, if
v0; u1; : : : ; ul; u is a directed path from v0 to u then v0; u1; : : : ; ul; u; v is a directed
path from v0 to v and by Lemma 2 has the same length as the shortest path from
v0 to v.
Set A=
⋃
i¿k desci(v0) and A
∗=VF \A. Suppose (u; v) is an arc from A∗ to A. Now
v∈ descl(v0) for some l¿ k. Then u∈ descl−1(v0), by the choice of k. Obviously l= k
and (u; v) is an arrow from desck−1(v0) to desck(v0).
A priori, there is also the possibility that some arc (u; v) in F goes from A to A∗.
But on closer look, this is impossible because u∈ descl(v0) for some l¿ k and thus
v∈ descl+1(v0) ⊆ A.
The only arcs between A and A∗ are going from desck−1(v0) to desck(v0). The set of
such arcs is clearly .nite (because desck−1(v0) is .nite and the out-valency of vertices
in D is .nite) and by removing these arcs we split the D up into components. The two
sets {: : : ; v0; v1; : : : ; vk−1} and {vk ; vk+1; : : :} will belong to diNerent components, so we
have at least two in.nite components. Hence D has more than one end.
The set of integers, Z, can be regarded in a natural way as a digraph: we just let
(i; i+1) be an arc for every integer i. A digraph D is said to have property Z if there
exists a surjective homomorphism of digraphs ’ :D → Z.
Lemma 4. Let D be a locally 0nite in0nite highly arc transitive digraph and L a
directed line : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; v2; : : : in D. Then the subdigraph F spanned by desc(L)
has property Z.
Proof. De.ne a map  :F → Z so that  (vi)= i and if u∈ descn(vi) then set  (u)= i+
n. Once we have shown that  is well de.ned the result is apparent. Suppose u is
both in descn(vi) and descm(vj) with j¡ i. We must show that j + m= i + n. By
assumption there is a directed path vi =w0; : : : ; wn = u in F , starting at vi and ending
at u, and also a directed path vj =w′0; : : : ; w
′
m = u in F , starting at vj and ending at
u. But vj; vj+1; : : : ; vi; w1; : : : ; wn is also a directed path from vj to u and has length
i − j + n. By Lemma 2 two directed paths from vj to u always have the same length
so m= i− j+ n, and therefore j+m= i+ n. Hence  is well de.ned. It is immediate
that  is a homomorphism of digraphs.
Theorem 1. Let D be a locally 0nite highly arc transitive digraph. Suppose that there
is a directed line L= : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; v2; : : : such that VD=desc(L).
Then there exists a surjective homomorphism ’ :D → T where T is a directed tree
with in-valency 1 and 0nite out-valency. The automorphism group of D has a natural
action on T as a group of automorphisms such that ’(g(v))= g(’(v)) for every
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g∈Aut(D) and every v in VD. This action of Aut(D) on T is highly arc transitive.
Furthermore; the 0bres of ’ are 0nite and all have the same number of elements.
Proof. By Lemma 4 above there exists a homomorphism of digraphs  :D → Z . De.ne
the level sets of D such that for an integer k we set
Vk =  −1(k) and Ek = {(u; v)∈ED |  (v)= k}:
De.ne a binary relation ∼ on VD by saying that u ∼ v if and only if u and v both
belong to the same level set Vk , and u and v belong to the same component of D \Ek .
It is easy to check that ∼ is an equivalence relation on VD and that this equivalence
relation is preserved by the action of Aut(D).
De.ne now a digraph T such that the vertex set of T is the set of ∼-equivalence
classes. If u; v are vertices in T (i.e. ∼ classes in VD) then (u; v) is an arc in T if and
only if there are vertices u and v in D such that u∈ u; v∈ v and (u; v) is an arc in D.
The map ’ :D → T is then de.ned as the quotient map.
In Lemma 3 it was shown that there is a number k such that if all the arcs going
from desck−1(v0) to desck(v0) are removed then the resulting graph has more than one
in.nite component. Let E′k denote the set of arcs going from desck−1(v0) to desck(v0).
Note that E′k ⊆ Ek . It is clear from the proof of Lemma 3 that the vertices in desck(v0),
which is a subset of Vk , are not in the same component of D \ E′k as any of the other
vertices in Vk . The set desck(v0) is .nite and we can conclude that the ∼-classes are
.nite.
Since the classes of ∼ are .nite we see that T is locally .nite. Suppose that the
in-valency of T is bigger than 1. Then we would have distinct vertices v1; v2 and u in
T such that (v1; u) and (v2; u) would be arcs in T . This would imply that there were
vertices v1 ∈ v1; v2 ∈ v2 and u1; u2 ∈ u such that (v1; u1) and (v2; u2) were arcs in D.
Say, v1; v2 belonged to the level set Vk . The vertices u1 and u2 would then belong to
the same component of D\Ek+1, and thus also to the same component of D\Ek . Then
we get that v1 and v2 would also belong to the same component of D \ Ek which is a
contradiction, because then v1 and v2 would belong to the same ∼-class.
It is also clear that Aut(D) acts naturally on VT and this action is transitive and
preserves the graph structure of T . So Aut(D) acts as a group of automorphsims on
T and obviously ’(g(v))= g(’(v)) for every g∈Aut(D) and every v in VD.
The .bres of ’ are just the ∼ classes so the .bres are .nite and because of transi-
tivity all of them have the same number of elements.
Remark. The proof of this result could also be presented by making use of the theory
of structure trees (see [8] and the references therein). The direct hands-on approach
followed above makes for a shorter, simpler proof.
If we look at the undirected graph corresponding to the type of digraphs discussed
in Theorem 1 then it is an example of a locally .nite connected graph with more than
one end, such that the stabiliser of a particular end ! in the automorphism group acts
transitively on the vertices. Such graphs are discussed in detail in [7].
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A reasonable guess would be that locally .nite highly arc transitive digraphs resemble
trees, in particular, they should have more than one end. This guess is supported by
analogy with undirected graphs where similar conditions to highly arc transitive allow
one to classify the possible examples more or less completely. For example, in.nite
locally .nite connected distance transitive graphs were classi.ed by Ivanov [4] and
Macpherson [5]. The following is an example of a locally .nite highly arc transitive
digraph with only one end. The basic idea of the construction comes from [3].
Example 1. Let T1 denote the regular directed tree in which every vertex has in-valency
1 and out-valency 2. Let L= : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; v2; : : : be a directed line in T1. De.ne
H = {h∈Aut(T1) | there is a i such that h(vi)= vi}:
If h∈H and h .xes some vi then h also .xes all vertices vj with j¡ i. One can
also see that the orbits of H are in.nite and each orbit contains precisely one vertex
from L. The orbits of H are called horocycles. Let Ci denote the horocycle that
contains vi.
For each i∈Z take a copy Si of T1. Then let  i : Si → T1 be an isomorphism.
The preimage of the horocycle Ci is a horocycle Bi in Si. When restricted,  i de.nes
an isomorphism between the digraphs spanned by desc(Bi) and desc(Ci). Use this
isomorphism to identify the vertices in desc(Bi) with the vertices in desc(Ci). Do that
for every i and you get a new digraph T2. The digraph T2 is far from being a tree, but
if v is a vertex in T2 then the digraph spanned by desc(v) is a rooted in.nite directed
binary tree. The vertices in T2 that did belong to T1 now all have both out-valency and
in-valency equal to 2. Look at the part of Si that did not get identi.ed with vertices
in T1. This part is a union of horocycles, at each horocycle in it we glue a new copy
of T1 in the same fashion. Do this for each i and each horocycle in Si, that does not
also belong to T1 to get a digraph T3. Continuing in the same fashion we construct a
sequence T1 ⊆ T2 ⊆ T3 ⊆ · · · of digraphs. In the end, we get a digraph D=
⋃
Ti. In
this digraph every vertex has both in- and out-valency equal to 2, and if v is a vertex
in D then the subdigraph spanned by desc(v) is an in.nite rooted directed binary tree.
Clearly D is highly arc transitive and has only one end.
Remark. Of course we could start with a tree with out-valency d+ bigger than 2 and
carry out the same construction. We could also in the step where we identify the
verticies in the descendant sets arising from horocycles in two diNerent trees take d−
diNerent trees and a horocycle in each one of them and identify the vertices in all the
descendants sets. Thus, we would get a highly arc transitive digraph with in-valency
d− and out-velency d+. These graphs also come up in a recent paper by Reinhard
Diestel and Imre Leader [2], but the context and their construction is entirely diNerent.
Yet another description of these graphs can be found in Woess [12, p. 131].
Another natural question is whether the map ’ : D → T constructed in Theorem 1
is always locally surjective (’ is locally surjective if for every vertex v in D both
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Fig. 1. Construction of the graph in Example 2. All arcs are directed downwards.
’(inD(v))= inT (’(v)) and ’(outD(v))= outT (’(v)). The following example demon-
strates that this need not be so.
Example 2. We start with a regular directed tree T with in-valency 1 and out-valency
3. To construct D we replace every vertex in T with a group of three distinct vertices
and then we replace every “fork” in T (shown in the top left-hand corner of Fig. 1)
with the graph shown in the top right-hand corner of Fig. 1. A partial view of D is
shown in the bottom half of Fig. 1. The vertex set of D can be thought of as the
set VT × {1; 2; 3}. The map ’ :D → T de.ned by ’(v; n)= v is the homomorphism
Theorem 1 produces and it is clearly not locally surjective.
3. Some consequences for general highly arc transitive digraphs
In this section, D will be an arbitary locally .nite highly arc transitive digraph, L
a directed line in D and F the subdigraph spanned by desc(L). We let ’ :F → T
be a homomorphism as in Theorem 1. The .bres of ’ all have the same number of
elements, say k.
Lemma 5. Let d− denote the in-valency of F and d+ the out-valency of F . Then the
out-valency t of T is equal to d+=d−.
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Proof. Set A=’−1(v) for some vertex v in T . There are t arcs going out of v, ending
in vertices u1; : : : ; ut in T . All the arcs that end in the set B=’−1(u1)∪ · · · ∪’−1(ut)
must originate in A, because the in-valency of T is 1. The number of arcs going out
of A is kd+, and the number of arcs terminating in B is ktd−. These two numbers are
equal so t=d+=d− and d− divides d+ .
Remark. If the in- and out-valencies of F are equal then the out-valency of T is
just 1. Thus T is isomorphic to Z and T has just two ends. But if the in- and out-
valencies of F are unequal then T will have in.nitely many ends. Results from
[7, Proposition 1 and Lemma 1] imply that F has in.nitely many ends if and only if T
has in.nitely many ends. Also, F has just two ends if and only if the tree T has
also just two ends (that is, T is isomorphic to Z). The following therefore is a con-
sequence of Lemma 5.
The digraph F has either exactly two ends or the in- and out-valencies of F are
not equal.
For a transitive digraph D with .nite out-valency we choose a vertex v in D and
de.ne pk as the number of vertices u in D such that there is a directed path of length
k from v to u. Because of transitivity the value of pk does not depend on the choice
of v. The out-spread of D is de.ned as
lim sup
k→∞
(pk)1=k :
The in-spread of a digraph D with .nite in-valency is de.ned as the out-spread of the
digraph one gets by reversing the direction of all the arcs in D. If F is de.ned as
above then the out-spread of F is equal to the out-spread of D.
Theorem 2. The out-spread of a locally 0nite highly arc transitive digraph D is an
integer.
Proof. Clearly, the out-spread of F is the same as the out-spread of D. De.ne t as
the out-valency of T . Let v be a vertex in D and v=’(v). If there is a directed path
from v to u of length l then there is also a directed path in T of length l between v
and u=’(u). In T there are exactly tl possibilities for u. Each possible choice for u
in T , gives rise to at most k choices for u in D. Thus pl6 ktl. In all there are ktl
vertices u so that there is a directed path of length l from v to ’(u) in T . For each
such u there must be a directed path of length l in D that starts at some v∈ v and ends
at u. This implies that tl6pl. Combining these two inequalities we get tl6pl6 ktl,
hence the out-spread of D is equal to t.
In their paper Cameron et al. [1] prove that if the out-spread of a highly arc tran-
sitive digraph is 1 then the digraph has property Z [1, Theorem 3:6]. In continuation
of this result they pose two questions, the .rst is whether every digraph with .nite
out-spread does necessarily have property Z [1, Question 3:8]. David Evans has given
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Fig. 2. The counterexample. All arcs are directed from left to right.
a negative answer to this question, [3]. His example has out-valency 2, out-spread 2,
but in.nite in-valency. The second question [1, Question 3:9] is concerned with highly
arc transitive digraphs D that have out-spread 1. These graphs have property Z so there
is a homomorphism ’ :D → Z . The question is whether ’−1(0) is always .nite.
As it stands the answer to this question is no, because a tree with out-valency 1
and constant in-valency, bigger than 1, has out-spread 1; it has property Z, but no
homomorphism to Z has .nite .bres. However we can prove the following.
Theorem 3. Let D be a connected highly arc transitive digraph that has both out-
spread 1 and in-spread 1. If ’ :D → Z is a homomorphism then the 0bres of ’ are
0nite.
Note that the existence of a homomorphism ’ :D → Z follows from the above
mentioned result [1, Theorem 3:6]. Theorem 3 follows almost immediately from the
next lemma.
Lemma 6. Let D be a transitive locally 0nite digraph with unequal in- and out-
valencies. Then either the in-spread or the out-spread is bigger than 1.
Proof of Lemma. For de.niteness we shall assume that the out-valency d+ is bigger
than the in-valency d−. We want to show that the out-spread is bigger than 1. Pick a
vertex v, and de.ne Ck as the set of vertices u such that there is directed path of length
k from v to u. Then pk = |Ck | and p1 =d+. There are pkd+ arcs originating in Ck , and
the terminal vertex of each one of them is in Ck+1. On the other hand, there are pk+1d+
arcs terminating in Ck+1. Clearly, the number of arcs terminating in Ck+1 is bigger or
equal to the number of arcs originating in Ck , so pk+1d−¿pkd+. This implies that
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pk+1¿pkd+=d− and by induction that pk+1¿p1(d+=d−)k =d+(d+=d−)k . Therefore
the out-spread is at least d+=d−, which by assumption is bigger than 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. We take a directed line L in D and consider the subdigraph F
spanned by desc(L). This subdigraph is also highly arc transitive. If F had either out-
or in-spread bigger than 1 the original graph D would also have out- or in-spread
bigger than 1, contrary to hypothesis. So Lemma 6 implies that D and F both have
equal in- and out-valencies. Since the out-valency of F is equal to the out-valency of D
we get that F and D have also the same in-valency. These graphs are both connected
and hence F =D. Let now ’ :D → T be as described in Theorem 1. Lemma 5 implies
that the out-valency of T is 1. Thus T must be isomorphic to the digraph Z and by
Theorem 1 the .bres of ’ are .nite.
4. An example of a two-ended highly arc transitive digraph
Now we look at the question of how complicated highly arc transitive digraphs with
two ends can be. Let D denote a highly arc transitive digraph, and let ’ : D → Z be a
digraph epimorphism. Suppose that ’−1(0) is .nite (which in turn implies that ’−1(x)
is .nite for every x∈Z). The obvious example of such a digraph is the cartesian
product of Z with a null graph on a .nite number of vertices. It is tempting to think
that these are the only possibilities, but Brendan McKay and Cheryl Praeger have
found other examples [1, p. 386]. Their examples can be said to be made up by
twisting together digraphs of the above type.
An alternating path is a sequence of vertices v1; : : : ; vn with the property that either
(v1; v2); (v3; v2); (v3; v4); : : : are arcs or (v2; v1); (v2; v3); (v4; v3); : : : are arcs. If e; e′ are
arcs in D and there is an alternating path v1; : : : ; vn such that (v1; v2)= e and either
(vn−1; vn)= e′ or (vn; vn−1)= e′ then we say that e′ is reachable from e; denoted eAe′.
The reachability relation is an equivalence relation. When we assume that D is highly
arc transitive then Aut(D) acts transitively on the arcs in D and the equivalence classes
of arcs will span subdigraphs that are all isomorphic to a .xed digraph %(D).
Suppose now that D is a connected highly arc transitive digraph with property Z
and ’ :D → Z is a digraph epimorphism such that the inverse image ’−1(0) is .nite.
How complicated can %(D) be in this case? In [1, Conjecture 3:3] it is suggested that
%(D) must be a complete bipartite digraph.
This conjecture can be rephrased by saying that the digraph spanned by the vertices
in ’−1(0) ∪ ’−1(1) is a union of vertex disjoint complete bipartite digraphs. A coun-
terexample D to this conjecture can be made by extending the graph shown in Fig. 2
inde.nitely in each direction. The .bres of a homomorphism ’ :D → Z are indicated
in the .gure. Each .bre has 8 verticies that are grouped together two and two. Now
one can check that for every two arcs (v; u1) and (v; u2) there is an automorphism g
of D such that (1) g .xes v, (2) g(u1)= u2, (3) the groups of two and two vertices
in the same ’-.bre as v are left invariant and (4) g .xes every vertex to the left
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of v. This shows that D is highly arc transitive. The digraph %(D) is isomorphic to
the digraph spanned by ’−1(0) ∪ ’−1(1) and is not a complete bipartite digraph.
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